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counts, but it should be understood that these were
not tong wars, but rather private feuds. However,
by and large, the Chinese were peaceful both
among themselves and in relation to others.
In the mining towns Chinatowns also sprang up
to serve both white and Chinese miners in a variety of ways: by establishing laundries, boarding
honses, restaurants, general stores, etc.s
A big Chinatown in the northwestern part of
the State sprang up in Weaverville, where several
thousand Chinese lived and mined. Other Chinatowns in this area were in Shasta and Yreka. In
the Northern Mines, Chinese settlements were
established in towns such as Goodyear's Bar, Coloma, Placerville, Dutch Flat, Nevada City, Grass
\ "alley,and Auburn. Oroville and Marysville once
bo~sted Chinese populations rivaling that of San
Francisco.9
Chinese were also numerous in the Southern
:\lining District. Several thousands settled in Chinese Camp, some eight or ten miles south of
Sonora. (It is said that Chinese Camp was settled
by a group of Chinese, part of the crew of a
stranded ship, who were persuaded by a ship's captain to wash gold for him.) As the Chinese were
gradually driven from other camps in the area
(see below), they also congregated in China Camp
and the town became the distribution center of
Chinese labor for all the Southern Mines.1o
Towns in the region, such as Bear Valley, Sonora,
Coulterville, Mokelumne Hill, Angel's Camp,
Hornitos, Knight's Ferry and Columbia also once
had their thriving "Chinese Camps." 11 EARLY RELATIONS WITH THE CHINESE

At first, when there were few Chinese miners,
they were regarded and tolerated as curiosities.
They in turn " ... invariably treated in ... [a]
hospitable manner anyone
who visited their
camps, and seemed rather pleased than otherwise
at the interest and curiosity excited by ·their domestic arrangements ... "12
.
The Chinese quickly learned however that it was
more prudent not to contest the richer diggings
with the white miners, but satisfied themselves by
working only leftover claims or reworking the
tailings that the whites had discarded.13
FOREIGN MINERS' TAX

As the influx of Chinese increased, hostility
against them also increased. In 1852 white miners
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pressured the legislature in passing a miner's
license tax, levying a $3 monthly tax on foreign
miners. Actually this was aimed only at the Chinese (see section on Anti-Chinese Legislation).
Under the law the tax collectors were allowed to
keep part of the money collected as their fee; they
were further authorized to seize and sell the property of those who failed to pay.
"A Foreign miner's tax collector may be a good
man, and be honest and lenient, but his commission
does not hinder him from being the opposite. It
really tends to make him so ... " Thus, such incidents as the following were recorded: "I was sorry
to stab the poor creature, but the law makes it necessary to collect the tax, and that's where I get my
profit." "He was running away and I shot to stop
him, I didn't think it would hit." "I took all the
dust the rascal had. There were seven beside him.
And they didn't pay me last month." 14
There were also bogus collectors who preyed
on the Chinese. Rev. William Speer heard from
one who "had no money to keep Christmas with,
but went amongst the Chinamen, and sold them to
the amount of nine dollars of counterfeit tax
recei pts. 15
The Foreign Miners' Tax was subsequently and
successively raised to i4 (1853) and $6 (1856). In
1856 various tax collectors testified that "... [the
tax] is very hard on them .... It ought to be $2 a
month. Then they would all cheerfully pay it.
Now when they see a collector coming, they make
signals np and down the gulches, and maybe most
of the men working a claim will run away and
hide, leaving three or four to save appearances." 16
The Marysville Herald in 1856 said that "... for
several months past, the Chinese in most sections
of the mines have not averaged $6 dollars a month
... " Consequently the Chinese began to enter
other occupations. The newspaper went on to say
that "... the increased [miners] tax is causing a
depletion of the county treasuries."16
Responding to pressure from the mining counties the legislature returned the tax to $4 per
month, at which rate it remained until 1870.17
CRIMES AGAINST CHINESE

Not only were the Chinese subject to harassment, both physical and legal, but their lives were
also constantly in jeopardy, as can be seen from
the following extract from the report of a committee of the state legislature in 1862:
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"Your committee were furnished with a list
of eighty-eight Chinamen, who are known
to have been murdered by white people,
eleven of which number are known to have
been murdered by Collectors of ForeignMiner's License Tax-sworn officers of the
law. But two of the murderers have been
convicted and hanged. Generally they have
been allowed to escape without the slightest
punishment.
"The above number of Chinese who have
been robbed and murdered, compose, probably, a very small proportion of those who
have been murdered, but they are all which
the records of the different societies or companies in this city show. It is a well known
fact that there has been a wholesale system
of wrong and outrage practised upon the
Chinese population of this State, which
would disgrace the most barbarous nation
upon earth." 18
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CHINESE IN PLACER MINING

The early Chinese generally were engaged in
placer mining. The "cradle" or "rocker" was their
favorite mining implement, and was used long
after white miners had abandoned the cradle for
newer devices. Other equipment used were the
"long tom" and various types of "sluice boxes." 22
Gold was obtained from the beds of the streams
by construction of "wing dams." One such dam
seen by a traveler was ", .. two or three hundred
yards in length and was built of large pine trees
laid one on the top of the other," Such works required a group effort and the same traveler went
on to state that the Chinese ", , . are exceedingly
ingenious in applying mechanical power, particularly in concentrating the force of a large number
of men upon one point." 23
He further described a chain pump made by the
Chinese which was turned by a man on each side
working a treadmill of four spokes on the same
axle.23

EXPULSION FROM THE MINES

Scattered incidents began in the spring of 1852
in the Northern Mines to expel the Chinese. One
of the first recorded organized actions took place
at Foster and Atchinson's Bar in Yuba County
where a meeting was held and a resolution was
passed denying to Chinese the right to hold claims
after May I, 1852. It also required all Chinese to
leave by May 3, 1852.19
On May 8, 1852, a mass meeting .held in the
Columbia Mining District in the Southern Mines
passed a resolution to exclude "Asiatics and South
Sea Islanders" from mining activities.2o
The movement spread to other mining areas:
The Marysville mining district banned Chinese
miners; some 300 Chinese miners along the North
Fork of the American River were expelled; another 400 were excluded from Horseshoe Bar.20
By 1855, expulsions were also taking place in mining camps in Shasta County in the northwest corner of the State.21
The expulsions forced many Chinese to leave
for other localities or to enter other occupations
elsewhere. However, there was strong pressure
not to expel the Chinese, since, for many counties
the Foreign Miners' Tax was a very lucrative
source of income.

CHINESE AS HIRED WORKERS

Many of the Chinese were hired out to the white
miners as the following testimonies reveal:
" ... They were hired first in placer mining, and
then in drift digging to some extent, and finally
in hydraulic mining to very great advantage, .. " 24
". , , When a person hires one or more of these
Chinamen, it is usual, if not universal, to settle
with the headman of the company; and if you turn
off one, he will bring you another ... " 25
Other Chinese worked for their compatriots, or
Chinese companies. One observer noted that
among the Chinese miners, ", ,. were Chinamen of
the better class .. , who no doubt directed the
work and paid the common men very poor wages,
poor at least for California," 26 Another described
Chinese mining operations, as follows: ". , . Their
operations in the mines have often been very
profitable. These mines are nearly all worked by
companies. Companies bring up scores of [Chinese 1 and hire them out, or buy or locate claims,
and set them to work on them. The company
comes down in the evening and takes possession
of the gold. These companies supply the rice and
other provisions, tools, etc., for these fellows who
worked in the mines." 27
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CHINESEMININGAFTER1860
The easily worked diggings were exhausted by
the late 1850'S,and there began a shift from individual to company type operations, beginning in
1858.28Bythe early 1860'Smost white prospectors
had abandoned gold mining. Thus by the close of
1863, the Orientals had inherited the greater part
of river claims all over the state.29 By 1873 the
Chinese had become the largest single racial or
national group among the miners.3° However,
during this same period, the number of Chinese in
the mining districts was also decreasing.
Chinese companies came into the mining districts and purchased old claims 31and tailing residues for reworking.32 The bulk of these companies employed 15 to 20 workers and owned a
claim of $2,000 to $3,000 exclusive of equipment.
Some of these companies continued to operate into
the 1880's.33
GOLDMININGOUTSIDECALIFORNIA
I. In the mid- 1850'S, 40 or 50 Chinese were
brought from California to Nevada to work on a
ditch to conduct water from the Carson River for
use in mining :-.tthe mouth of Gold Canyon. After
completion of the work, they remained and engaged in mining activities at the lower part of the
canyon. Soon some 180 Chinese congregated at
the site of the present town of Dayton. At that
time it was known as Chinatown.34
However, when the fabulous gold and silver deposits of the Comstock Lode were discovered in
Gold Canyon not far from Chinatown (Dayton)
in 1858, the Chinese were not allowed to participate in the exploitation of the bonanza, although
State orless rich mining
Nevada
Territory
.........
they were Montana
tolerated
in other
Idaho
...........
........
California
.......
Washington
.....
Oregon
.........
areas,35 Chinese miners were never very numerous
in Nevada.
2. Gold was discovered in the Rogue and the
Umpqua Valleys in southwest Oregon in 1852.
White miners from California moved in promptly,
with the Chinese only a half step behind them.
The first Chinese probably arrived in Jos~phine
County, the center of the mining area, some time
in the mid-1850's,36 By 1858 there were already
more than a thousand Chinese in the area. Rela-

---

tions between white and yellow miners repeated
the familiar California pattern.37 However, new
strikes in the upper Columbia River basin (1855)
\1ndin the Fraser River Valley of British Columbia
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(1858) attracted many of the Oregon miners. A
great number of the Oregon claims were abandoned to the Chinese, who constituted a large proportion of the mining population in some areas.
For example, the Jackass Creek area in Jackson
County was almost completely worked by Chinese in 1864,38
3. The more adventurous among the Chinese
found their way to the new Fraser River gold
fields in Canada almost as soon as the discoveries
were made known to the world in 1858.39Shortly
afterwards, in the early 1860'S,Chinese were also
panning for gold dust along the Columbia and its
tributaries.4o A Chinese village was established on
the opposite bank from where the Chelan River
joins the Columbia (approximately 55 miles west
of the present Grand Coulee Dam), with a Chinese
store which was said to be the first business enterprise in the area.41
4. New discov€;rieswere made in central Idaho
in 1860 and in western Montana in 1862. By the
middle of the decade Chinese were coming to the
mining areas in Idaho, Montana, and northeast
Oregon.42 Long after the white miners had abandoned those placers, the Chinese kept on working,
extracting the last ounce of gold dust from the
creeks and streams.43
NUMBEROFCHINESEMINERS
The following table shows the number of Chinese miners in the West as enumerated in the
United States census of 1870. This can be considered the near-peak period of Chinese mining
activities in the entire West:
17,067

Miners9,087
Chinese
Miner
TotalChinese
25-4%
8,241
173
6,720
21.0%
Population
61.2%
58.5%
36,339
62,017
6,579
25.0%
27·5%·
2·9%
3,965
3,853
1,415
2,428
240
44

Total

• A'L'erage per cent.

OTHERMININGAREAS
The Chinese played a significant though minor
role in two other gold mining areas:
I. Although there had been mining activities
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in Colorado since 1859, the Chinese did not venture into gold mining there until the early 1870'S.
The first Chinese miners were members of a
recently discharged gang of Chinese railroad laborers, whose foreman, Chin Lin Sou, led them to
the mines of Gregory Gulch. Later the Chinese
settled in Denver.44 Although the number of Chinese in Colorado was never very large (980, 1890;
110, 1940), for many years a small Chinatown
known as Hop Alley added to the color of the
local scene in Denver.45
2. After gold was discovered in the Black Hills
of South Dakota in the 1870'S some 200 Chinese
established a Chinatown in Deadwood. Some of
the Chinese worked abandoned placers, but most
opened laundries, restaurants or were vegetable
farmers. 46,47 As gold petered out and the economy
of the region declined, the Chinese left, one by one.
Today the Chinatown of Deadwood is no more.
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OTHER MINING AND
MINERAL ACTIVITIES
QUICKSILVER

MINES

The quicksilver mining industry is one of the
oldest in the state, the New Almaden Mine in
Santa Clara County producing quicksilver as early
as 1845. However, Chinese probably did not enter
this industry until the early 1870'S. The San Luis
Obispo Tribune of July 25, 1874, mentioned forty
Chinese workers in a quicksilver mine in the
county. By 1879 there were as many as fifty mines
in San Luis Obispo, but it is not known how many
of the workers were Chinese.!
There were also numerous quicksilver or cinnabar mines in the Napa Valley region. Most of these
mines were located in the southern part of Lake
County. The mining of cinnabar became the second largest industry in the valley employing Chinese labor.2
Chinese were employed in all of the Napa and
Lake County mines, one of the largest of which
was the Great Western in the southern part of
Lake County.2 [The history of this mine was the
subject of a recent book, and in it one can catch
some glimpses of the local life and work of the
Chinese workers.]
The Great Western Mine used Chinese workers
from the mid-1870'S to the early 19<>O'S,
the number varying from 200 to a maximum of 250} The
remainder of the employees, approximately 25,
were the foreman, office employees, teamsters, engineers, etc., all Caucasians.4
Chinese did most of the manual labor - mining,
sorting the ore and tending the furnaces. Besides
the miners and the furnace men there was a small
group of Chinese called "sootmen," who crawled
into the hot condensers (for condensing quicksilver vapor) and cleaned out the quicksilver laden
soot. Most of the workmen became so badly salivated from inhaling the mercury fumes that they
eventually became "shaking, toothless ",:recks."5
Chinese working at the mine fell into two categories - the manual laborers who spoke little or no
English and the more educated, English-speaking
ones who managed the business affairs of the
workers. The latter group held the more important underground jobs and worked in the store, or
in the superintendent's home.6
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There were two Chinese camps at the Great
Western Mine, each consisting of a cluster of ramshackle wooden shacks of the crudest construction, completely lacking in sanitation facilities,
and surrounded by foul-smelling filth and debris.
Each camp had a boss who kept time for the men
and acted as their business representative. On payday he would collect the payroll from the owner
and distribute the money among the individual
workmen in his camp. These bosses also served
as mediators in disputes, which were by no means
rare.6

With such sordid surroundings existing at all of
the mines, it was not surprising that sometimes the
miners were extremely unhappy with living conditions. As an example, the Chinese at the Bradford Mine went on strike in January 1889 because
they considered meat prices too high.7 There were
also frequent fights among the workers.s
The mines were almost wholly dependent on
Chinese labor. Thus when the state legislature
passed a law in 1879 prohibiting corporations
holding state charters from employing any Chinese or Mongolians, the effect on the mines was
both immediate and paralyzing. All mining activities ceased. However, in March 1880, the United
States Circuit Court declared the law unconstitutional and the mines resumed operations.9 Toward
the end of the 19th century the number of Chinese workers at the mines decreased. They were
gradually supplanted by Italian workmen in the
early 1900's.I°
COAL MINES

In June 1870 the Union Pacific, taking a lesson
from the Central Pacific, started to employ Chinese section hands.11 In 1875, during a strike of
white miners, the railroad introduced 150 Chinese
into its coal mines at Rock Springs, Wyoming,
creating much bitterness against the Union Pacific
and a growing animosity among the white miners
toward the Chinese. By 1885 there were 150
whites and 33 I Chinese employed in the Rock
Springs mines.I2
On September 2, 1885, the fuse was lit as a
result of an argument between a Chinese and a
white employee over work at the mine. A mob
sympathetic to the white miners reacted violently
against the Chinese in Rock Springs. When the
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rioting ended, 28 Chinese were dead, 15 wounded
and several hundreds chased out of town. Much
Chinese property was destroyed.13
Indemnification was finally enacted by Congress in 1887 after much international negotiations. The sum was $147,748.74 to be paid to the
Chinese government for distribution to those who
lost property.14
The Chinese went back to the mines under
army escort. However, the railroad did not add
any more new Chinese laborers after that, although those already hired were kept until they
died or returned to China. The Chinese population in the vicinity of Rock Springs dropped from
495 in 1890 to a mere 55 in 1940 as Chinese left
the area.I4
In the 1880'S Chinese also were employed in
coal mines in Uinta County, Wyoming,I5 and
Carbon County, Utah.I6 They worked on the
chutes and also cleaned coal in Washington
mines. 17. 18 British Columbian coal companies also
hired Chinese laborers. 19
BORAX BEDS

Seventy or eighty Chinese were employed
working the borax beds at Clear Lake as early as
1869.20The workmen scraped up the white crust
on the borax lake and transported this salt to the
works for separation of the borax.2I
In other borax-producing areas, it is said that
during the 1870'Sabout 1,000 Chinese worked at
a salt marsh near the town of Columbus, Nevada.
The minerals in the marsh water were concentrated by evaporation in boilers. Starting in 1875,
borax mining activities in this locality declined,
but production lingered on until about 1890.22
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SALT BEDS

In the salt-evaporating basins around the fringe
of San Francisco Bay, Chinese laborers gathered
and cleansed the salt after the water had evaporated and the salt had crystallized.23
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As of now, these areas of Chinese activity have
not been explored adequately so that more definite conclusions cannot be made as to their contributions to the total economy.
I Patricia M. Ochs, A History

of Chillese Labor in SI11l

The following item appeared in the January 2 I,
1854 edition of Chamber's Journal:
"Many of our readers may not be aware that on
the south side of Rincon Point [San Francisco],
near the mouth of Mission Creek, there is a settlement of Chinese well worth a visit. It consists of
about one hundred and fifty inhabitants, who are
chiefly engaged in fishing. They have twenty five
boats, some of which may be seen at all hours moving over the waters - some going to, others returning from, the fishing grounds. The houses are

